**Subject**  
Year 10 Textiles Design and Technology  

**Teacher**  
Madeline Gale

### Course Content

This course offers an introduction to basic design and production processes in the area of fashion. Students will research and critically analyse ideas and designs, and communicate their findings through a folio. Students will select materials, tools and equipment to develop and produce individualised garments, addressing needs identified in their own design brief.

**Investigate:**  
Students investigate the design and fashion industry, famous Australian designers, ethical and sustainable fashion and production, commercial patterns and design processes.

**Generate:**  
Students generate ideas and communicate designs through a folio. Fashion figure illustrations will be the basis for communicating course concepts and individual designs and processes.

**Produce:**  
Students are directed to produce their own garment, modify a commercial pattern and construct a garment that addresses a need identified in their individual design brief.

**Manage and evaluate:**  
Students manage their own design production and consider time, cost, risk, processes and sustainability. They evaluate all processes in the design cycle.

Students will also be entering Wool4School, an Australian wide design competition.

### Assessment

**By the end of Year 10 students will be able to demonstrate an ability to:**

- Critiquing, exploring and investigating needs or opportunities
- Generating, developing and communicating design ideas
- Planning and managing projects
- Producing (making) designed solutions
- Evaluating processes and designed solutions

**Summative Assessments for this course will include:**

Students will be assessed on the completion and standard of the following written tasks presented in the form of a folio:

- Ethical textiles
- 100 years of fashion and society
- Australian Fashion Designers

Students will also be assessed on the completion and standard of the following practical tasks:

- A line gathered skirt
- Individual negotiated construction item.